NEW YORK/NEW JERSEY FORUM
ANNUAL CONFERENCE
September 26-27, 2014

The Faces of
Supply Chain
in Today’s World

Millennium Hotel Buffalo
2040 Walden Avenue
Cheektowaga, Buffalo, NY 14225
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CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
Friday
September 26, 2014

Saturday
September 27, 2014

10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Registration

7:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
Breakfast

1:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Opening Session
David Duprey, Chair, ISM New York/New Jersey
Forum

Session 1 ― How Can Our Supply Chain Best
Embrace a Part-time Economy (Team Workshop)
Mike T. Walsh, CPIM, QI, LSSMBB, Founder, Lean
Sensi & President, Quality Solutions Group

1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Session 2 ― The Core
John Bourdage, Founder, Bourdage Consulting

Procurement in Gaming: What Happens
Beyond the Casino Floor
Shelle Heaton, Director of Purchasing, Seneca Gaming
Corporation

10:15 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
Session 1 ― State of Logistics in North America
Jack Ampuja, President, Supply Chain Optimizers &
Executive in Residence—Niagara University

3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Using identity intelligence® to Maximize
Organizational Success
Robert J. Strassburg, P.E., P.M.P., CEO,
Trinity Leadership Consulting, LLC,
Scott Stockton, President, YOU. Only Better.®

Session 2 ― BIG DATA
Guy Gessner, Ph.D., Canisius College

12:15 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Awards Luncheon / Keynote Speaker
“Today’s Energy Market—Volatility is the New
Norm” ― Mike Farrell, Constellation Energy

6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Networking Opportunity
Buffet Dinner/Affiliate Charity Event

1:45 p.m. - 3:15 p.m.
Session 1 ― Ice Cream Sundae Production: From
Job Shop to Lean Flow
Michael Ford, CPSM, CFPIM, CSCP, CQA, CRE, CQE,
CAPF
Session 2 ― Measuring Procurement: The
Changing Face of Performance Management
Jack Cook, Ph.D., SUNY

3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Roundtable General Session
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SPEAKERS
Jack Ampuja had 30 years of supply chain management
experience with five Fortune 500 firms. His career included
stints in consulting, manufacturing and third-party logistics.
His jobs range from direct supervision of Teamsters and
Longshoremen at 23 years of age to senior vice president of
Operations at a multi-billion dollar international company
heading up a $200 million division. Ampuja has extensive
knowledge of the food industry, working 25 consecutive
years for member firms of the Grocery
Manufacturers Association. He is a
regular contributor to trade journals
both as a writer and interviewee with
more than 35 articles in the past five
years. Ampuja also speaks in many
venues as a presenter on supply chain
topics and trends making over 80 such
presentations in the past five years. He
has spoken all over North America and
Europe as well as Buenos Aires, Argentina and Ghana, Africa at their national
logistics conferences. For the Buffalo
Niagara Partnership [Regional Chamber of Commerce], Ampuja co-chairs
the Logistics Council and is a member
of the Canada Business Council and
International Trade Gateway Committee. He serves as treasurer for Continental 1 [Toronto to Miami Trade Corridor]. He
is a member of the advisory board of TSE Global Logistics of
Atlanta and Kong & Allan Consulting of Shanghai. Ampuja
is board member of the Western New York CSCMP
Roundtable, the Institute of Sustainable Transportation &
Logistics at State University of New York at Buffalo, the editorial advisory board for Supply Chain Management Review
and the School of Management Dean’s Advisory Council at
the University of Massachusetts. Ampuja teaches MBA courses in supply chain management in the classroom at Niagara
University and online for University of Massachusetts. He
also conducts seminars on supply chain management topics
for the Center for Supply Chain Excellence at Niagara University.

Diamond award winning school. He received training in such
areas as manners and etiquette, food and wines, entertaining,
British style butler service.

John Bourdage, founder of Bourdage Consulting, has

ing, based in upstate New York. He provides innovative solutions based on 27 years of experience in retail, distribution,
manufacturing, and consulting. His work history includes
software implementation, business planning, inventory control, distribution planning and corporate training. Ford has
presented at over 275 industry events to local, regional and
international audiences across the US, Canada, Nigeria and S.
Africa.

Jack Cook, Ph.D., is a professor, speaker, author, and
consultant. He is a professor at SUNY Brockport teaching
Business. Over the last thirty years, he’s held teaching positions at the Rochester Institute of Technology, Washington
State University and SUNY-Geneseo. His areas of
expertise include supply chain management, lean
six sigma, information systems, operations management, and electronic commerce. Cook has an
entertaining and engaging approach and is known
for bringing theories to life, resulting in him being
honored with five teaching awards. His education
includes a Ph.D. in business administration, an MS
in computer science, an MBA, MA in mathematics,
and a BS in computer science.
Mike Farrell is business development manager for Constellation NewEnergy, guiding National Grid, NYSEG, RG&E, & NFG corporate customers on energy price risk management strategies
and energy rate analysis. He brings a wealth of
knowledge to the role, providing his expertise in
the natural gas and electricity industry to Upstate New York
end users since the beginning of deregulation. Prior to his present position, Farrell served as regional account executive for
Niagara Mohawk Energy Marketing, National Fuel Resources
and vice president of exploration for Envirogas Inc., a natural
gas producer based in Hamburg, New York. Farrell is a graduate of SUNY Fredonia and holds a Bachelor of Science in geophysics. He is a member of the Association for Facilities Engineering (AFE) (Rochester Chapter 21) and on the board of directors for Greater Buffalo BOMA (Building Owners and Managers Association). He resides in Hamburg, New York with
his wife and three children.
Michael D. Ford, CFPIM, CSCP, CQA, CRE,
CQE, CAPF, CPSM, is principal of TQM Works Consult-

dedicated his life’s work to the improvement of interpersonal
relationships, whether casual or business, through a renewed
understanding of service and social skills. Bourdage teaches
the social skills that are critical for success in this imageconscious world; skills that are necessary yet commonly
overlooked by other programs. Bourdage is a graduate of the
internationally renowned Ivor Spencer School for Butler Administration and Personal Assistants in London, a Five Star
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SPEAKERS
Guy Gessner, Ph.D. is vice president of Business Process Outsourcing for Supply Chain Optimizers and associate
professor of marketing at Canisius College in Buffalo New
York. Supply Chain Optimizers is a 25 year old consulting
company that provides solutions for reducing supply chain
and logistics costs. Supply Chain Optimizers has delivered
cost savings on over 500 projects for companies such as General Electric, Rich Products, Office Depot, Nestles, and R.G.
Barry. Some of the key analytical solutions provided by Supply Chain Optimizers include package optimization, load
optimization, network optimization, vehicle routing optimization, and distribution center layout optimization. Supply
Chain Optimizers is involved US/Canada cross-border work
that includes location decisions for imports and exports and
cross-border warehousing and transportation programs to
minimize the costs of servicing Canadian and US markets,
while maintaining necessary customer service levels. Food
Logistics has recognized Supply Chain Optimizers as a Top
100 Technology Solutions and Services Provider since 2010
and in 2013 recognized Supply Chain Optimizers as a ‘green’
solutions provider. Gessner teaches MBA and undergraduate
courses in global logistics, retailing and marketing strategy at
Canisius College, one of the 28 Jesuit Institutions of Higher
Education. He has also served as general manager of Rich
Transportation Services and as vice president of ROAR Logistics.

Buffalo and the University of Kentucky. Stockton is APA certified in the Workplace Big Five (through the Center for Applied Cognitive Studies).

Robert J. Strassburg, P.E., P.M.P., has over 35 years
of professional experience in personal and organizational development, leadership training, personal and executive coaching, project engineering, and project management. Strassburg
has a Masters Degree in civil engineering from the University
at Buffalo and is certified by the Project Management Institute
as a project management professional. He enjoyed 25 years of
professional practice in engineering design, project management and construction on multi-million dollar commercial and
public works projects around the world. While a project engineer at Praxair, Inc., the leading supplier of industrial gases in
North and South America, Strassburg developed, managed
and presented award winning personal and leadership development programs. As the principal consultant and CEO for
Trinity Leadership Consulting, LLC, he continues to train and
coach business professionals in the principles of personal
effectiveness, planning, time management, project management, communication, team building, relationship development, organizational effectiveness and leadership development. Strassburg is also an executive consultant for Supply
Chain Optimizers, a Buffalo-based consulting firm specializing
in reducing supply chain costs for organizations around the
world.

Shelle Heaton is the director of procurement for the
Seneca Gaming Corporation and has led purchasing teams in
the gaming industry for nearly twenty years. Prior to coming
to Seneca Gaming Corporation, she worked in both corporate
and native gaming environments at Ameristar, Inc., Turning
Stone and Shooting Star. Heaton holds an MBA from Minnesota State University and earned her C.P.M. in 2005.

Mike T. Walsh, CPIM, QI, LSSMBB, Lean Sensi,
founded and is president of the Quality Solutions Group (QSG
-1996) and the Lean Sigma Association (LSA- 2001). Both organizations provide business education, training and workforce development. QSG specializes in supply chain management, continuous improvement programs and strategic quality tools. LSA provides lean six sigma education and LSS yellow, green and black belt certification, for its domestic and
international clients. Walsh has over 35 years of business and
senior management experience; as consultant; practitioner and
educator. His operating and management experience includes
all functional elements of supply chain operations and security. Walsh has been an APICS member and volunteer for thirty
five years; formerly served on the APICS Board of Directors as
the last executive vice president and currently serves the association as president of the New Bedford APICS Chapter #1. He
is a frequent speaker at chapter, regional and international
conferences for APICS, ISM, CSCMP and other professional
groups.

Scott Stockton, has been coaching and empowering
others to succeed for more than 20 years, and has been a catalyst in helping individuals and teams realize their career
goals, while also progressing towards their personal, familial,
and spiritual aspirations. Stockton is the president of YOU.
Only Better.®, a coaching and training firm for non-profit and
business professionals. He specializes in the empowerment of
leaders and coaches through training and the creation of customized coaching tools. Through the use of strategic leadership development activities, Stockton seeks to influence and
motivate individuals, teams, and cultures through coaching,
meetings, facilitation, training, and motivational speaking.
He holds a B.A. in humanities and social sciences from
Houghton College; an M.A. in leadership from Asbury Lexington; and various engineering, mathematics, and computer
credits from other universities such as the University at
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
Procurement in Gaming: What Happens
Beyond the Casino Floor

How Can Our Supply Chain Best Embrace a
Part-time Economy (Team Workshop)

Shelle Heaton

Mike T. Walsh, CPIM, QI, LSSMBB, Founder, Lean Sensi &
President, Quality Solutions Group

The following topics will covered in this session as to
procurement in the gaming industry: regulatory constraints, spend under management, warehousing, direct/indirect spend, negotiations and strategic
sourcing.

This presentation will discuss how the looming parttime employment economy will play a major role in
supply chain activities for many years to come – How
long is forever? We will fast break into several working
“role play” teams to include customers, suppliers and
management. We will review and discuss and report
our findings as they pertain to changes and new challenges – for current and our future workforce and the
current and future relationships we face with customers
and suppliers.

Using Identity Intelligence® to Maximize
Organizational Success
Robert J. Strassburg, P.E., P.M.P.
Scott Stockton
Leaders are facing challenges like never before. One of
the keys to great leadership is to understand the
“identity” (a.k.a. culture) of your organization and it’s
effect on the results achieved. The identity of an organization is the synergistic sum of the identity of the individuals contributing to those results. The presenters
will share some cutting-edge tools and processes to increase leadership effectiveness and organizational success through identity intelligence®. Technical and professional knowledge, skill, and experience alone do not
describe our full capacity to accomplish results or completely define which professional roles and functions
allow us to maximize our success. An individual’s capacity for achievement is also affected by factors such
as environment, upbringing, and exposure to traumatic
circumstances. However, the most significant factor in
determining our ability to succeed is our genetically
determined physiology and biochemistry. Everyone
has a unique inherited combination of personality traits
and behavioral preferences that defines their identity
signature™ and influences everything that they do.
This presentation will show how identity intelligence®
can be used to help leaders:





The Core
John Bourdage, Founder, Bourdage Consulting
This presentation is about creating and maintaining
your own personal brand. The core revolves around
how to determine your core values, committing to them
and why they are important.

State of Logistics Management in North
America
Jack Ampuja, President – Supply Chain Optimizers &
Executive in Residence – Niagara University
Logistics expenditures consume approximately 10 percent of gross domestic product in North America. Many
factors including less efficient trucks, reduced driving
hours, increasing costs of fuel and import/export business growth are adding complexity while pushing costs
up faster than business growth. This has brought unprecedented focus and level of expectation to corporate
logistics departments. This presentation will focus on
what leaders are doing to manage costs and raise service levels while dealing with complexity in order to
differentiate themselves from competitors.

Assess and develop individual capacities and
energies
Assign organizational roles and lead individuals
in their performance of those roles
Build and lead teams
Manage conflict and stress
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
BIG DATA

This interactive workshop will engage you and your
fellow participants by role-playing as customer order
entry professionals, production planners, workstation
operators, inspectors or hungry customers placing orders. The session involves two major exercises: first, a
simulation of a traditional job shop layout; and then,
creation of a flow line to demonstrate the improved lean
environment.

Guy Gessner, Ph.D, Canisius College
Business-to-business as well as business-to-consumer
sellers are implementing multi-channel communication
and distribution networks that include e-commerce, mcommerce and store replenishment to name a few. The
exciting part is that many target audiences are responding in-kind by using all of these channels to
make inquiries and to place orders. Customer expectations are changing dramatically and they now expect to
be able to order at any time, from any device, from any
geographic location, and to receive their order at the
place and time of their choosing. More and more order
fulfillment is moving from fulfilling case lot orders to
fulfillment of single item orders. Technology-enabled
customers are interacting with distribution networks in
ways not envisioned only a few years ago. This is causing the need to restructure supply chains and distribution networks to satisfy the multiple fulfillment channels. This is also creating a need to minimize costs in
ways that never had to be addressed before and to
better anticipate demand. The availability of ‘BIG
DATA’ is enabling organizations to put into practice
many of the more sophisticated analytical tools institutions of higher education have been teaching to students such as optimization techniques for cost minimization and predictive modeling for making forecasts
and projections. This session will review the nature
and benefits and expected cost savings of some of the
state-of-the-art solutions for minimizing costs such as
package optimization, network optimization, and vehicle routing optimization and also highlight how new
internet services and social media data are starting to
be used to drive demand and are being incorporated
into predictive models.

Attendees will gain knowledge of the following
concepts:
 The advantages of empowerment and engagement
 Lean improvements in productivity, space requirements, lead time and quality
 Some secrets you never knew about lean (which
contradict the so-called “experts”)!
This experiential learning session provides valuable lessons learned that the audience will remember years or
decades later. Participants engaged in a simulation will
retain more information than the standard lecture format.

Measuring Procurement: The Changing Face
of Performance Management
Jack Cook, Ph.D, SUNY
Metrics are the elements of data-driven information that
truly demonstrate an organization’s performance. However, they are the elements that many organizations
tend to ignore, choosing to make decisions with subjective information versus objective data. In reality, metrics
are not difficult to develop, but it is often difficult to determine which metrics are most effective for an organization. It is even more challenging to sustain the right
metrics as functional priorities an business needs
change. The most effective procurement metrics will be
directly and clearly linked to the overall strategic objectives of the organization. This presentation will examine
the critical measures that define success for a procurement organization and how these measures are linked
to an organization’s strategic objectives. It explores metrics for evaluating compliance and metrics for evaluating the individual procurement professional. Finally, it
reviews effective venues for reporting procurement’s
performance.

Ice Cream Sundae Production: From Job
Shop to Lean Flow
Michael Ford, CPSM, CFPIM, CSCP, CQA, CRE, CQE,
CAPF
Are you interested in comparing a job shop layout to a
lean flow line? Or maybe you just missed dessert? Either way, this session will be an instructive and tasty
experience!
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Corporate Sponsorships
Please call ISM―Buffalo affiliate at 716/648-0972 or email napmbflo@roadrunner.com to obtain
information and pricing.

2015 Conference Opportunities
Are you interested in being a speaker or an exhibitor?
If you are interested in presenting a workshop or displaying at the 2015 conference, we would like to hear from you.
Call for Presentations: The deadline is March 15, 2015 preceding the conference. For additional information contact one
of the forum contacts listed on page 8. See conference information on www.ismnynj.org to download form.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
CONFERENCE FEES (continued):

REGISTRATION INCLUDES:




All sessions (Up to 9 CEU hours will be awarded)
Friday night buffet dinner
Saturday breakfast and awards luncheon

1-Day Only
Saturday, September 27, 2014
Early-Bird ― Register by September 5, 2014

REGISTRATION DEADLINE:
September 19, 2014

ISM Members - $200
ISM Student/Unemployed Members - $100
Non-Members - $250

(Close of Business)

After September 5, 2014

CONFERENCE FEES:

ISM Members - $250
ISM Student/Unemployed Members - $150
Non-Members - $275

Full 2-Day Conference
Early-Bird ― Register by September 5, 2014

GUEST MEAL PLAN

ISM Members - $275
ISM Student/Unemployed Members - $100
Non-Members - $350

(Available for adult guests of conference attendees only.)

The meal plan includes all meals, gratuities and
applicable taxes for the entire conference.

After September 5, 2014
ISM Members - $300
ISM Student/Unemployed Members - $150
Non-Members - $375

No individual meals are available for purchase.
Guest of ISM Member—$75 per person
Guest of Non-Member—$100 per person
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION

Millennium Hotel Buffalo
2040 Walden Avenue
Cheektowaga, New York 14225
716.681.2400
http://www.millenniumhotels.com/usa/millenniumbuffalo/

The Millennium Hotel Buffalo is the ideal hotel to stay at
when exploring the nearby Niagara Falls and the Buffalo,
New York area. Visitors to New York's second largest city
will find a host of attractions to enjoy, including NFL and
NHL games, the famed Albright-Know Art Gallery, the
historic Shea's Performing Arts Center, and shopping and
dining options at the nearby Walden Galleria Mall.

ISM New York/New Jersey Forum
Executive Committee

David Duprey

For lodging reservations at the hotel, please call 716/6812400 and ask for the group name ISM NY/NJ Forum when
making reservations. The special conference rate is $95 +
tax per night for single/double room occupancy. This rate
will only be available until September 12, 2013. Be sure to
mention that you are attending the ISM New York/New
Jersey Conference in order to receive this discounted rate.
Please register early as contracted space may become tight.
You are responsible for making your own lodging and air
and ground transportation arrangements.

Chair

Debora Csontos, C.P.M., PMP
1st Vice Chair

Lawrence Clark, C.P.M.
2nd Vice Chair

George Yarusavage, C.P.M.
Treasurer

Maria Kiwalle, CPSM, CPSD, C.P.M., A.P.P.

Conference Dress – Sessions are business casual. Friday
evening networking/buffet casual attire (Theme –– Wear
your favorite Sports Team Jersey or Shirt)

Secretary

Friday Night Networking Focus Charity: Jericho Road
Ministries, Buffalo New York

Website: www.ismnynj.org
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ISM NEW YORK/NEW JERSEY FORUM
2014 ANNUAL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM
HOW TO REGISTER:
Online: https://www.ism.ws/education/NYNJConf.cfm
Mail: Shelly Cabanillas, ISM NY/NJ Forum, 2055 E. Centennial Circle, Tempe, AZ 85284
Fax: 480-752-2299
ISM Contact: Shelly Cabanillas, ISM Customer Service, scabanillas@ism.ws, or 800.888.6276 or 480.752.6276, extension 3075
 CPSM

Name ______________________________________________
Affiliate ______________

 CPSD

 C.P.M.

 A.P.P.

___________________________

Job Title _______________________________________Company/Organization ____________________________
Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________
City _________________

_ State ________________________ Zip Code __________________

Phone __________________________ Fax _______________

Email ______________________________

REGISTRATION FEES
Please indicate the days you are attending:

 Full 2-Day Conference

 1 Day Only

Full 2-Day Conference (9/26/14 and 9/27/14):

1 Day Only (9/27/14):

Early-bird ― Registration received by 9/5/2014)
 ISM Members - $275
 ISM Student/Unemployed Members - $100
 Non-Members - $350

Early-bird ― Registration received by 9/5/2014)
 ISM Members - $200
 ISM Student/Unemployed Members - $100
 Non-Members - $250

Registration received after 9/5/2014
 ISM Members - $300
 ISM Student/Unemployed Members - $150
 Non-Members - $375

Registration received after 9/5/2014
 ISM Members - $250
 ISM Student/Unemployed Members - $150
 Non-Members - $275

METHOD OF PAYMENT

GUEST MEAL PLAN
(Available for adult guests of conference attendees only)

(U.S. Funds Only)

 Check is enclosed for US$ ______________

 Guest of ISM Member- $75
 Guest of Non-Member - $100

(Make check payable to ISM NY/NJ FORUM)

 Amount to be charged $ _______________

Name of Guest:

Credit Card: Amex  Visa  MasterCard  Diners Club
(Please print name)

Card Number: _________________________________

DIETARY NEEDS:

Expiration Date ____ / ___ (month/year) CVN # _________
__

Cardholder’s Signature: ____________________________

______________

Billing Zip Code _________________ SIC Code _____________
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